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We consider an optical quantum dot where an electron level and a hole level are coupled to respective
superconducting leads. We find that electrons and holes recombine producing photons at discrete energies
as well as a continuous tail. Further, the spectral lines directly probe the induced superconducting
correlations on the dot. At energies close to the applied bias voltage eVsd , a parameter range exists, where
radiation proceeds in pairwise emission of polarization correlated photons. At energies close to 2eVsd ,
emitted photons are associated with Cooper pair transfer and are reminiscent of Josephson radiation. We
discuss how to probe the coherence of these photons in a SQUID geometry via single-photon interference.
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Electron-hole recombination in semiconductors accompanied by emission of visible light is a key element of
many technologies. Semiconducting quantum dots (QDs)
have been proposed to enhance these technologies by
engineering the frequencies of radiation [1]. In the context
of modern research, they have been considered as a controllable source of single [2–4] and entangled two-photon
pairs [5,6]. QDs allow for integration of photon-based
technologies and solid state systems where electronic degrees of freedom are used to represent quantum information [e.g., electron spins in QDs [7], charge- [8], and flux
qubits [9] in superconducting (SC) circuits], combining the
advantages of both. For quantum information purposes, it
is crucial that indistinguishable optical photons or pairs of
photons can be created on demand. The semiconducting
QDs provide a means to achieve this [10].
SC Josephson junctions can also be a source of coherent
radiation. When the junction is biased with a voltage Vsd ,
photons with frequency ! ¼ 2eVsd =@ are emitted corresponding to Cooper pair transfers between the two SC
leads. This radiation is coherent since the Cooper pair
transfers are coherent owing to macroscopic phase coherence of SC condensates involved [11]. The frequency of
Josephson radiation is limited by the SC energy gap  
1 meV, @! ¼ 2eVsd < 4. This is 3 orders of magnitude
away from the optical frequency range.
Many theoretical predictions (e.g., [12]) promote the
combination of SCs and semiconductors within a single
nanostructure. This difficult technological problem has
attracted attention for a long time [13]. Recent progress
has been achieved with semiconductor nanowires. SC
field-effect transistor [14] and Josephson effect [15] in a
semiconducting QD have been experimentally confirmed.
In this Letter, we propose and investigate theoretically a
setup where a superconducting p-n junction enclosing a
semiconducting QD emits photons in the optical range, see
Fig. 1. This device is biased by a voltage Vsd which is close
to the semiconducting band gap. We show that, owing to
0031-9007=10=104(15)=156802(4)

SC correlations, the device emits the photons in the frequency range eVsd =@ concentrated in several discrete spectral lines, the linewidth being restricted by the emission
time only. The acts of photon emission correlate. In this
way, one can arrange emission of pairs of photons of
opposite polarization. The device is also shown to emit in
the frequency range 2eVsd =@, which is associated with
Cooper pair transfer between the SC leads. This is in fact
Josephson radiation at optical frequency.
Setup details.—The semiconducting QD encompasses
two levels: one for electrons (e), one for holes (h). The
levels are coupled to corresponding SC leads (source and
drain), those being characterized by energy gaps e;h . The
levels are aligned to the corresponding chemical potentials
e;h . We count their energies Ee;h from these potentials
assuming jEe;h j  je;h j. The tunnel coupling in the normal state is characterized by the broadening of a corresponding level, t;e;h , those being proportional to squares
of the tunneling amplitudes. In the presence of superconductivity, we treat the coupling to the SC leads in second
order perturbation theory [16]. This accounts for coherent
transfers of electron singlets between the QD and the SC

FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of a QD in contact to superconducting leads with chemical potentials e and h . We
consider a level in the conduction band (with energy Ee ) and a
level in the valence band (with energy Eh ). Each level is only
coupled to one of the reservoirs as indicated. Photon emission
processes with energies @! close to the applied voltage bias eVsd
and at 2eVsd are indicated.
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leads, and amounts to an induced pair potential for the
~ e;h ¼ ð1=2Þexp½ie;h t;e;h (assuming t;e;h 
level, with 
je;h j, [12]), and e;h the phase of the corresponding e;h .
The induced pair potential results in formation of four
discrete low-energy states at each (electron or hole) side of
the setup. We write the effective low-energy Hamiltonian
~ , E,
for electron side, skipping index ‘‘e’’ for ,
X
~ y cy þ 
~  c# c" þ Un^ " n^ # ;
~ eD ¼ E cy c þ c
(1)
H
" #


where we assume that the charging energy (repulsive onsite interaction) U  jj.
~ eD , we obtain two degenerate singleBy diagonalizing H
particle states j"i ¼ cy" j0i and j #i ¼ cy# j0i with energy E
forming a doublet (j0i denotes the empty level), and two
singlets, being linear superpositions of j0i and j2i ¼
cy" cy# j0i. For the ground state singlet, we obtain
jgi ¼ ei jujj0i þ jvjj2i;

(2)
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the photon emitted into a mode q (ayq; ) is determined by
the electron and hole spins [22]. An isolated QD in the state
j"ie j#ih would recombine to j0ie j0ih with the rate ph /
G2 . Since the states of the QD are modified by coupling to
SC leads [see Eqs. (2) and (3)], the red emission causes
transitions between all QD states [see also Fig. 2(a)].
An even-parity emission cycle (EP) (#e þ #h ¼ even)
and an odd-parity (OP) cycle (#e þ #h ¼ odd) exist. The
transitions proceed between the discrete states of the QD
[see Fig. 2(a)]. They give rise to sharp emission lines with
frequencies directly related to energy differences between
the states [23]. The rates incorporate the coherence factors,
for instance,
p
Wjgi
¼ ðph =@Þjve uh j2 ;
e jgih !j1ie j1ih

(5)

p
Wj1i
¼ ðph =@Þjue vh j2 :
e j1ih !jgie jgih

(6)

EP and OP cycles are connected by transitions of a second
type which involve the excitation of a single quasiparticle

~ 2 Þ1=2 [E~ ¼ E þ ðU=2Þ].
with energy "g ¼ E~  ðE~2 þ jj
pﬃﬃﬃ
The coherence factors [17] are juj, jvj ¼ ð1= 2Þ 
~ 2 Þ1=2 1=2 . The excited state singlet reads
~ E~2 þ jj
½1  E=ð
jei ¼ ei jvjj0i þ jujj2i;

(3)

~ 2 Þ1=2 . Similarly, four
with energy "ex ¼ E~ þ ðE~2 þ jj
states are formed on the hole side of the setup. Since we
are dealing with holes, we define the corresponding vacuum j0ih as the level occupied by two electrons [16]. Apart
from this difference, the energies and wave functions of the
~ t , U ¼
states are given by above expressions with E, ,
~
Eh , h , t;h , Uh . One could easily include the interaction
energy between electrons and holes in the above scheme.
We neglect this interaction since we do not expect it to
change our results qualitatively.
A SC p-n junction has been discussed in [18,19], and
supplemented with a QD in [20], in the context of superradiance which is irrelevant for our proposed effects.
Emission of ‘‘red’’ light.—So far, we have not enabled
charge transfer through the setup. This can only proceed by
recombination of an electron and a hole at different sides of
the setup, see Fig. 1. Such transfer has to dispose an energy
’ eVsd corresponding the energy difference between the
electron and hole level, and therefore is accompanied by
emission of a photon of this energy: let us call it red
photon. The recombination is described by the following
Hamiltonian:
X
Hint;1 ¼ G ðayq; h# c" þ ayq;þ h" c# ÞeieVsd t=@ þ H:c: (4)
q

The time dependence expðieVsd t=@Þ accounts for the
difference between e and h . We assume usual selection
rules [21] implying that the holes are ‘‘heavy,’’ hy" (hy# )
creates a hole with the total angular momentum jz ¼
3=2ð3=2Þ. Equation (4) then ensures the conservation
of total angular momentum: the polarization (p ¼ ) of

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Recombination diagram of the
biexciton-exciton cascade (EP cycle) with the QD coherently
coupled to SC leads inducing 4 different singlet states and two
(degenerate) doublet states for the combined system of electrons
(e) and holes (h). The cascade produces two red photons with
frequencies ! and !0 (of opposite circular polarization  ) on
the order eVsd =@. The cascade can proceed via 32 different decay
paths (illustrated by red arrows) leading up to 8 distinct emission
~ e;h in the QD.
peaks as a consequence of induced gap 
(b) Illustration of blue photon emission: the biexciton-exciton
cascade can also proceed by emission of a single coherent
photon at the Josephson frequency 2eVsd =@ which connects the
same initial and final states (e.g., jgie jgih ) differing by the
transfer of one Cooper pair. This blue photon can be ‘‘stimulated’’ by an in-plane dc-electric field with Hamiltonian Hint;0 .
The cascade then involves a ‘‘zero-frequency photon’’ (nonradiative decay) as well as a blue photon and the intermediate
state j1ie j1ih is only occupied virtually, whereas the total process
conserves energy.
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with energy >e;h in one of the leads [16] and therefore
change the parity that is conserved in the course of photon
emission. They give rise to a continuous spectrum of the
‘‘red’’ light emitted that is separated from the lines by
frequency minðe ; h Þ=@. The transition rates of the second type are smaller as those of the first type by a typical
~
reduction factor jj=jj
 1.
P
The emission intensity ið!Þ ¼ ab;p wpa!b ð!Þa of the
QD can be computed from the probabilities a to be in one
of 16 possible QD states jai. They follow from the stationary solution of the master equation describing
the setup
R
p
¼ d!0 wpa!b ð!0 Þ
dynamics, governed by the rates Wa!b
[16]. The emission intensity computed is shown in Fig. 3
versus photon frequency ! (we assume for simplicity that
~ e j ¼ j
~ h j and Ue ¼ Uh ). Plot (a) gives the intensity at
j
the scale j@!  eVsd j  jj (for the case Ee ¼ Eh ¼ U ¼
0). Three discrete peaks are visible at much smaller scale of
~ At @!  eVsd  jj,
the induced gap j@!  eVsd j  jj.
a continuous tail of emission starts (enlarged in the inset)
reflecting quasiparticle creation in the leads. The dashed
line is the emission spectrum of the same QD without
superconductivity. In this case, the spectrum is continu~ The total emission
ously broadened on the scale t ¼ 2jj.
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intensity approximately corresponds to the total intensity
of the three discrete lines in the SC case. Plot (b) illustrates
the regime of photon-pair emission. The chosen parameters
~
Ee ¼ 1:9, Eh ¼ 1:6, and U ¼ 0:28 (in units of jj)
induce a large population of the ground state singlet
jgie jgih (gg ’ 0:75, jue j  0:97, and jvh j  0:96).
This has striking consequences for the cascade emission process jgie jgih ! j1ie j1ih ! jgie jgih shown in (b)
(main full lines). From Eqs. (5) and (6) we deduce,
p
p0
that Wjgi
=Wj1i
¼ jve uh =ue vh j2  1.
e jgih !j1ie j1ih
e j1ih !jgie jgih
Therefore, this process produces two photons of opposite
polarization in a pair (i.e., the delay time between the
emission of the first and second photon is much shorter
than the emission time of the pair) and with energies @! ¼
eVsd  ð"eg þ "hg  Ee  Eh Þ. We point out that the energies of these correlated photons are different; however, the
polarization and energy of the photons are uncorrelated.
This cascade corresponds to the biexciton-exciton decay
discussed in [5] in the context of polarization-entangled
photons. Therefore, potentially pairwise entangled photons
[24] could be identified efficiently in the time domain. The
dotted lines (OP cycle) are energetically distinct from the
~ and
full lines (EP cycle) as a consequence of induced jj
U. This allows us to distinguish emission processes from
different cycles. We remark that the charge current through
the device just equals the emission intensity of red photons.
Emission of ‘‘blue’’ light at 2eVsd .—We now consider
the emission of a single photon per Cooper pair transfer
through the QD. Since the Cooper pair charge is 2e, the
energy associated with its transfer is 2eVsd . If a single
photon is emitted by this process, it must have a frequency
2eVsd =@ which we call a blue photon. Since only one
electron-hole pair recombines radiatively in the emission
process, we need a static in-plane electric field E0 that
annihilates the other pair [see Fig. 2(b)]. This annihilation
without emission is described by
Hint;0 ¼ ðV0þ h# c" þ V0 h" c# ÞeieVsd t=@ þ H:c:;

FIG. 3. Emission intensity of red photons in the energy range
~ ¼ 0:1jj and discrete
j@!j
~
j@!  eVsd j  jj: we use jj
peaks are broadened with ph , [ph =t ¼ 0:05 (a) and 0.02
(b)]. (a) Spectrum at resonance Ee ¼ Eh ¼ 0, U ¼ 0 encompasses several discrete peaks and a small continuous tail (inset).
The dashed line shows intensity in the case of normal leads.
(b) Regime of pair emission: full lines and dotted lines show the
emission spectrum from the EP and OP cycle, respectively. Main
full lines originate from time- and polarization-correlated photons emitted from the biexciton-exciton cascade with ground
state singlets for electrons and holes. Parameters: Ee ¼ 1:9,
~
Eh ¼ 1:6, U ¼ 0:28 (in units of jj).

(7)

with V0 / E0;x iE0;y . To second order in the total interaction Hamiltonian Hint ¼ Hint;1 þ Hint;0 , the rate to emit a
p
¼
single blue photon (with polarization p ¼ ) is Wa!b
p
2
ð2=@ÞjAa!b j ð"b  "a þ @!  2eVsd Þ between initial
state jai (with energy "a ) and final state jbi (with energy
"b ) of the QD.
For the case where jai and jbi belong to the singlet
subspace [25], we obtain (in leading order in 1=eVsd ),
A pa!b ¼ GV0p hbj00ih22jai

2ðEe þ Eh Þ  "a  "b
: (8)
ðeVsd Þ2

We note that the amplitude can also connect different
initial and final QD states resulting in incoherent photons.
However, they are emitted at different frequencies. The
light emitted at @! ¼ 2eVsd is always coherent. In this
case, Apa!b ¼ Apa!a Apa and haj00ih22jai ¼
 exp½iðe  h Þjue uh ve vh j. The blue emission out of
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Proposed Josephson light-emitting
diode in a SQUID configuration with two QDs (1, 2) enclosing
flux . Interference of emitted photons at the Josephson frequency 2eVsd =@ is observed via an optical mirror system and
photodetector D. (b) Intensity IJ of photons at D as function of
 (in units of 0 ¼ hc=2e) through SQUID for Ee ¼ Eh ¼
~ U ¼ 0 in both QDs. We choose equal optical path lengths
jj,
from QDs 1, 2 to D.

the doublet states j"ie j#ih and j#ie j"ih is anomalously small
with Apa!b / ðeVsd Þ3 and is irrelevant.
Let us consider two QDs embedded in a SQUID loop as
shown in Fig. 4(a). Coherent emission from either QD (1 or
2) into a common photonic mode (and with the same
polarization) has amplitudes Ap1;a and Ap2;a0 (assuming
the QDs are in states jai and ja0 i, respectively). The total
intensity IJ of photons in the common mode is proportional
P
p i2l1 =J
þ Ap2;a0 ei2l2 =J j2 , where
to
aa0 ;p a a0 jA1;a e
J ¼ hc=2eVsd is the wavelength of coherent light at the
Josephson frequency and l1 and l2 are the respective
path lengths from the QDs to the detector. The interference
contribution
is
proportional
to
P
p
p 
p
p 
aa0 ;p a a0 Re½A1;a ðA2;a0 Þ  with Re½A1;a ðA2;a0 Þ  /
cos½2ððl1  l2 Þ=J þ =0 Þ, where we use that 1e 
1h  ð2e  2h Þ ¼ 2=0 , with  the flux through
the SQUID and 0 ¼ hc=2e the SC flux quantum.
Figure 4(b) shows the computed emission intensity of
2eVsd photons as a function of flux . We find that the
intensity oscillates with period given by the superconducting flux quantum 0 ¼ hc=2e, and has a magnitude of
~ 2 =ðeVsd Þ4 ¼ 2jd
order ðph =@ÞQ with Q 2jV0p j
~ 2 =ðeVsd Þ4 , where d is the optical dipole moment
E0 j2 jj
[16] of the QD [26]. The electric field E0 could be created
by gates. Typical critical field strengths before quenching
the photoluminescence of optical QDs are on the order of
several V=m [27]. Taking jdjj j on the order of the QD
~ & 1 meV (bounded
diameter 20 nm and estimating jj
by jj), we arrive at an intensity IJ  4 photons=s assuming eVsd  1eV and @=ph  0:1 ns at 2eVsd . This intensity is measurable with single-photon detectors [28]. In
addition, the Purcell effect in a QD-cavity system could
enhance ph substantially [29].
In conclusion, we investigated emission from a quantum
dot (QD) embedded in a superconducting (SC) p-n junction. The presence of SC leads induces an effective pair
potential for electrons (e) and holes (h) on the QD. At
frequencies ! close to the voltage bias eVsd =@ of the p-n
junction, a regime exists where radiation is correlated in
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pairs of oppositely polarized photons. At ! ¼ 2eVsd =@,
emission is associated with Cooper pair transfer and is
coherent. We proposed an experiment where interference
of radiation from distant QDs arranged in a SQUID geometry can be manipulated by a magnetic flux.
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